PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
Expanding ( 1 -e-X )n by the binomial theorem, integrating term by term, and using fre-pxxu-l d x = r(a)p-" for p , a > 0 yields for a > 0. The range of validity of the integral in ( B ) may be extended from a > 0 to a > -n. In fact, this integral is analytic for complex a with real part greater than -n.
For a = 1 -r , r = 1,2, . . . ,n , the right side of ( B ) is indeterminate: the sum in the numerator is zero (it is an nth difference of a +k to a nonnegative integral power less than n) and the denominator must be zero in the limit since the integral is clearly not. We now take the limit of (B) as a -+1 -r , r = 1 , 2 , ...,n using L'HospitalYs rule. Differentiating the numerator using &(a +k)-" = -(a +k)-" ln(a +k) and the denominator using (A)
gives the result.
